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EMBLEM
On a disc divided per bend sinister the chief as a demisphere Azure, gridlined Or, charged with a
faceted mullet Argent, detailed Sable, fimbriated of the second, on a base of the like a key per bend
sinister of the third, fimbriated of the fourth, the bend sinister Celeste bordered of the fourth,
charged with four deltas Gules, voided of the field and pierced by an arrow of the second; all
within a narrow Yellow border. Attached above the disc, a White scroll edged with a narrow Black
border and inscribed “VICTRIX FORTUNAE SAPIENTA” in Black letters. Attached below the
disc, a White scroll edged with a narrow Black border and inscribed “194TH INTELLIGENCE
SQUADRON” in Black letters. Ultramarine blue and Air Force yellow are the Air Force colors.
Blue alludes to the sky, the primary theater of Air Force operations. Yellow refers to the sun and
the excellence required of Air Force personnel. The bend alludes to reason and clarity in thinking.
The globe and the star represent command of the heavens and the Squadron’s worldwide reach.
The arrow piercing the triangles is representative of proficiency and readiness. The key represents

the protection of vital mission knowledge.
The motto Latin “VICTRIX FORTUNAE
SAPIENTIA” translates to “Wisdom Conquers Fortune.”
MOTTO
NICKNAME
OPERATIONS
The newest addition to the Wing, the 194 IS provides tailored target and geospatial intelligence to
the Air Component to enable precision engagement and effective operations. Providing Aimpoint
Development, Precise Point Mensuration, Weaponeering, and Collateral Damage Assessment.
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